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Unlocking Agile with Platform.sh
Agile methodologies are known to enable business value much earlier; based on
better information, pushing back the point where requirements need to be known in
full, and delaying the need to make irreversible design commitments. And as such
it’s no great surprise that advanced Agile management usually delivers products to
requirement and under budget.
Unfortunately, most development workflow tools are not actually Agile, and impose
constraints on the development process that prevent gathering the full value of
the methodologies. Rigid Development-Test-Production sequences slow down
the promotion of code into upstream environments, and introduce dependencies
between development tasks that should not be there.
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and supplier are committed to use up
100% before revealing the finished article,
whereas Agile enables small chunks to be
built, delivered and usable in their own
right. The budget burn-down becomes
meaningfully visible to the customer, the
cost of subsequent work doesn’t rise, and
you only pay for what you decide to build.

Platform.sh is a continuous deployment cloud hosting solution that can scale applications from the smallest project
to ones handling millions of visitors. It is ideal for agile software teams because of its unique feature: it can replicate
a live production cluster in seconds and create byte-level clones of throwaway dev and staging environments, which
makes testing and validation up to 7 times faster. It can provide 99.99% SLAs thanks to 24/7 follow-the-sun support
combined with a unique, triple-redundant architecture that’s based on a high density grid of Linux micro-containers.
With employees across five continents, the company serves thousands of clients worldwide, including Vivienne
Westwood, The Canadian Football League, The British Council, and Flixbus.

